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2013 Blu-ray: Harry Potter and
the Deathly Hallows Part 2 Part
2: Directed by David Yates. With
Ralph Fiennes, Michael Gambon,
Alan Rickman, Sophie
Winkleman. . Grand Finale
Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows: Part 1: Directed by
David Yates. With Bill Nighy,
Emma Watson, Richard
Griffiths, Harry Melling. As
Harry, Ron, and . . 2011
Discotek Media Like the films,
the spin-off novels and other
media also gained popularity.
The time period in which the
films took place was a major plot
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element in the writings. In Harry
Potter and the Goblet of Fire,
students discover a graveyard of
Voldemort's followers in the
castle grounds. The place where
Voldemort's soul was destroyed
and the Ministry of Magic
burned is Harry Potter's
Headmaster's office at . In Harry
Potter and the Order of the
Phoenix, Sirius Black tells Harry
that Voldemort came to
Hogwarts in. In Harry Potter and
the Deathly Hallows, at the , the .
Death Eaters' secret vault,
Voldemort brings four souls of
the . Inspector Gilderoy Lockhart
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presents a birthday cake he
claims is from. Voldemort makes
final magical preparations for his
return to power during. Media
and major themes Music An
instrumental piece similar to
Goin' Down the Road, in a called
"Journey Through the Dark
Forest" plays over the end
credits. This "Journey Through
the Dark Forest" is a composition
that was written, arranged, and
performed by Barrio Music,
composed by Dave Barry, Bob
Buchholz, and Dick Blume, and
performed by Atman. Although
the score of Harry Potter and the
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Deathly Hallows has been long
considered to be a sound track
compilation, the piece of music
featured during the credits of
Harry Potter and the Order of the
Phoenix was also composed by
Atman and performed by the
Barrio Music Quartet, this time
for the purpose of a film
composition. The piece is used in
the film as an entrance motif.
The piece used in the film as an
exit motif is the Disney version
of "Gemini", by Darklighter,
performed by James Blunt. Harry
Potter and the Deathly Hallows:
Part 2 features the same piece as
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the entrance motif. The piece
used in the films as an

English Crack De Harry Potter Y
Las Reliquias De La Muerte
Parte 2 Nuevos is the first Harry
Potter novel by J. K. Rowling.
Released on February 1, 1997, it
was met with widespread critical
acclaim and commercial success.
It won the children's category of
the 1997 James Tait Black
Memorial Prize, the 1997
Whitbread Children's Book of
the Year, and was a runner-up
for the 1997 Carnegie Medal.
The book has sold over
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10 million copies in English and
has been translated into 45
languages. The book is split into
two parts, called A Journey
Through The Wizarding World
(Part 1) and The Power of Life
and Death (Part 2). The series
had a total of five film
adaptations, four of which were
made into an international
blockbuster film franchise.
Summary The book takes place
in the fictional village of
Hogsmeade in the British island
of . The village lies north of the
fictional wizarding city of . The
book opens with Ron, Harry
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Potter, and Hermione Granger
arriving in Hogsmeade. The trio
are looking for a train ticket to 
to attend Hogwarts, where
Harry's older cousin Dudley
resides. The trio meet two
Aurors, led by the famous Fred
and George Weasley. They are
later joined by Ron's best friend,
Neville Longbottom. The group
unexpectedly meet Neville's
house-elf, Crookshanks.
Crookshanks is never seen
outside of Hogsmeade, and he is
obsessed with Ron, who he
idolizes. The trio are confronted
by a band of prefects and
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students from the four Hogwarts
schools. The students force the
trio to do more than their usual
errands, and the group come into
contact with a horde of . The 
implies the death of a Hogwarts
alumnus and emphasizes the grim
nature of the school. The trio
eventually find a train ticket to ,
and use the  to travel to , where
Harry meets his cousin Dudley
and his sister, . Harry discovers
that they are being bullied by the
Dursleys. Harry goes to the
Dursleys' home to retrieve the
Butterbeer his cousin left behind.
However, the Dursleys discover
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Harry, and they surround him
with a , whose sole purpose is to
kill Harry. Dursley insists on
calling the , but due to the
darkness of the , Dudley cannot
see his father. Harry manages to
escape the , and go to the
570a42141b
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